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1.  Background 

 

The PROBEX project was initiated under the California-France cooperative research program 

“CalFrance”, aimed at identifying compatible research interests among researchers in 

California and France that could be capitalized upon for future larger research projects, 

especially those that could be funded at higher levels of government (U.S. DOT and European 

Commission).  In this way, the small investment of seed resources by the California and 

French governments could potentially leverage significantly larger resources for future work 

that would benefit both governments. 

 

The PROBEX project was conceived by researchers at the California PATH Program in 

Berkeley and at Mines-Paris Tech in France, a joint research enterprise of several important 

research institutes near Paris, including the Ecole des Mines and INRIA.  The original plan for 

the project involved seminars to be held between the research teams in both California and 

France, but this was not possible when the travel funds were eliminated from the California 

project.  Eventually, the seminars were held only in California, facilitated by the fact that one 

of the key members of the French team, Prof. Fabien Moutarde, had a three-month visiting 

appointment in Berkeley during the project period of performance, but for a different project.  

Although the other project consumed the large majority of his attention, it was still possible to 

exchange ideas and information about PROBEX, and since the other project was on a related 

topic there was some synergy with that work. 

 

 

2.  Primary Findings 

 

As the Californian and French members of the research teams exchanged technical documents 

and held their seminars and more informal meetings during the project, it became evident that 

although we were both working on probe vehicle data collection and analysis, we were 

starting from the opposite ends of the spectrum in probe data studies.  The California probe 

work has concentrated on arterial applications where very detailed data are needed to support 

more intelligent traffic signal control strategies, with fine spatial resolution and low latency.  

In contrast, the French probe work has concentrated on highway applications with low density 

data for use in traveler information systems, where the latency times are not nearly as critical.  

The French work has also concentrated on applications of high-powered mathematical 

methods for data analysis, while the California work has been based on simple but practical 

data aggregation techniques. 

 

Over the course of the project, the work on the French side evolved to come somewhat closer 

to the California work, with increasing attention to arterial applications.  This may have been 

motivated in part by Prof. Moutarde’s work with Prof. Alex Bayen in Berkeley on the 

Connected Corridors project, which is covering both highways and arterials.  Both the French 

and Californian project members became increasingly interested in the opportunities for 

fusion of probe data with data from fixed detectors, which has very different properties.  This 

fusion can be very effective during the early years of probe data system deployment, when the 

market penetration of probe vehicles is still low. 
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The French team discovered the need for high-fidelity microsimulations of traffic conditions 

to test probe sampling strategies and to provide a baseline “truth” model for comparison with 

probe-based estimates of traffic conditions.  Prof. Moutarde spent a significant effort learning 

about the PATH microsimulation models of the El Camino Real corridor in VISSIM and the 

I-80 corridor in Aimsun, and PATH offered him use of both of these models to support his 

planned studies.  In the end, the linkage between the projects came through Prof. Bayen’s 

French doctoral student, Aude Hofleitner, who was working closely with Prof. Moutarde and 

considering use of one of the PATH simulations for the final verification stage of her thesis. 

 

Some underlying differences continue to represent challenges to closer integration of the 

probe data studies in California and France.  In France, the probe sampling is expected to be 

occurring at large time and distance intervals, and the samples will be collected over existing 

cellular data networks. By contrast, the California probe studies have been considering much 

higher density sampling in urban and suburban arterial networks, with the data being 

uploaded when the probe vehicles arrive at 5.9 GHz DSRC hot spots.   

 

The report by Prof. Moutarde on his stay in Berkeley (attached as Appendix D) deals with a 

highly aggregated use of probe data to assess the relative connectedness of sub-networks 

within a larger transportation network (such as neighborhoods within San Francisco).  In 

order to do this type of study, it is necessary for the probe vehicle trajectories to be linked 

more or less from origin to destination.  This type of linkage violates the privacy principles 

that were established for connected vehicle projects in the U.S., since it could theoretically 

enable somebody to mine the full body of probe data to identify the trajectory of an individual 

traveler.  Consequently, this type of probe data use would probably not be permitted in the 

U.S. 

 

These large differences make it hard to apply the same technical approaches to aggregation 

and analysis of the data in both places. 

 

Prof. Moutarde and his colleagues, together with members of Alex Bayen’s group presented a 

paper about their work at the 2012 TRB Annual Meeting: 

"Large scale estimation of arterial traffic and structural analysis of traffic patterns using probe 

vehicles", Aude Hofleitner, Ryan Herring, Alexandre Bayen, Yufei Han, Fabien Moutarde 

and Arnaud de la Fortelle, Transportation Research Board 91st Annual Meeting (TRB 2012), 

Washington DC (USA), 22-26 January 2012. 

 

 

3.  Future Opportunities 

 

Considering the large differences in the technical approaches taken to date and in the 

underlying probe data sampling environments, the project partners did not find an immediate 

target project or technical topic for a larger and more integrated collaborative research project.  

They agreed that they should remain alert for future chances to work together on probe data 

analysis and for projects at the U.S. DOT and European Commission levels that could support 

such work. 
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The project partners also saw opportunities for future work on the fusion of probe data with 

data from fixed traffic detectors, since this requires some more fundamental data analysis 

research.  This is already an element in PATH’s Exploratory Advanced Research Project on 

Advanced Traffic Signal Control Algorithms, but that project is expected to end at the end of 

2012, so it does not provide a long-term basis for collaboration. 

 

 

 

4.  Appendices 

 

A.  Summaries of Existing Projects Related to Probe Vehicle Data 

 

B.  Minutes of First Probex Workshop 

 

C.  Minutes of Second Probex Workshop 

 

D.  Report on Traffic Simulation Tools and Traffic Mining and Modeling Algorithms for 

Management of Large Networked Corridors by Fabien Moutarde (report on his visit in 

Berkeley) 
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Appendix A: 

 

PROBEX Project:  

Summaries of Existing Projects Related to Probe Vehicle Data 

 

 

Prior and current projects at PATH related to probe vehicles and traffic data 

 The PATH probe vehicle studies have been based on the federal IntelliDrive (now 

connected vehicles) program, assuming the use of DSRC for V2I probe data 

communication, with a high market penetration of equipped vehicles.  Under the federal 

program, a specific set of probe data sampling rules was developed and embedded into a 

standard by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE J2735). 

 

 Motivation for probe vehicle data collection is to get traffic information on arterial/local 

streets, where limited or no loop data is available, and to get information which is both 

complementary (travel times rather than local speed/throughput) and richer (cf. air 

temperature, wipers and fog lamps status, etc.., which might be transmitted as well, 

through the OBD-II access to CAN data). In the long term, probe data could potentially 

replace magnetic loops if the results of the probe data analyses are sufficiently favorable.. 

 The SAE J2735 probe sampling rules have a lot of details that are intended to minimize 

the amount of data that needs to be communicated while maximizing the protection of 

privacy to travelers, within the constraints of the original IntelliDrive architecture.  

These rules tend to reduce efficiency of the data collection and make the data difficult 

to use for traffic state reconstruction, because they are founded on the architectural 

assumption that all raw vehicle data would be channeled into the backhaul network for 

data mining by the end users.  As the connected vehicles program evolves, this 

architecture is likely to change, with the opportunity for local data aggregation to 

protect privacy. 

 The PATH simulation-based probe vehicle studies have shown the limitations of the 

specific probe sampling strategies of SAE J2735 and have led to recommendations for 

some changes to those strategies.  Among the many problems, there can be 600 

vehicles within range of a given RSU, each sending 500 B/s of data, so a total of up to 

300 KB/s of data would have to be sent by each RSU. The PATH recommendations 

are based on general applications-oriented requirements, which are different for 

highway traffic, arterial traffic, incident detection, weather conditions and road surface 

state. 

 

 PATH has done a small probe sampling study for Toyota InfoTechnology Center, using a 

simplified microsimulation of a hypothetical freeway corridor to provide the baseline 

truth data for an evaluation of a clustering strategy proposed by one of the Toyota 

researchers.  This is based on the desire to minimize the rate of data communication 

from the probe vehicles to the roadside, at the cost of increasing the V2V 

communication used to cluster the vehicles for local data aggregation. 
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 The current PATH probe data sampling research is being done under the FHWA 

Exploratory Advanced Research Program project on Advanced Traffic Control 

Algorithms, which are being designed based on the availability of probe data in urban 

signalized arterial networks.  In this project, the prior VISSIM simulation of El 

Camino Real is being used to support estimates of a variety of intersection control 

measures of effectiveness, and for fusion with traffic detector data in order to provide 

improved value at very low probe market penetrations.  This has been found necessary 

in order to obtain sufficient data to be applicable within short enough latencies to be 

useful for adjusting traffic signal control strategies. 

 

 

Prior and current projects at LaRA (= CAOR/MinesParisTech+INRIA-IMARA) 

 Prior experience with probe vehicle concepts in Europe was developed in the REACT 

project (black ice detection information relayed to other vehicles), Com2React project 

(virtual sub centers representing clusters of vehicles), and GeoNet project 

(standardization for geographical referencing in ETSI and ISO). 

 Current probe projects in LaRA are PUMAS and Travesti, subjects for direct interaction 

with PROBEX.  Key topics in these include field testing with 1000 fleet vehicles in 

Rouen (Normandy), equipped with special OBUs sending travel times, and possibly 

other proprioceptive information. One of the difficulties is the probable sampling biases 

due to peculiarities of private fleets of vehicles (not using the same roads at the same 

time as most “normal” vehicles). The specific allocation of responsibilities between 

OBUs and RSUs still needs to be determined. 

 PUMAS is the field testing project, using the concept of Virtual Magnetic Loops to 

indicate between which points the travel times are estimated; note that the data may be 

uploaded later than the end of Virtual Loop, depending on availability of upload access 

point. 

 Travesti is a simulation-based project to develop methods for reconstructing traffic 

conditions from the probe samples, using the METROPOLIS mesoscopic simulator. 

 The research emphasis in the current projects in LaRA is on developing methods for 

efficiently extracting traffic condition information from limited numbers of probe 

vehicles in mid-size cities that do not have extensive infrastructure-based traffic 

detection systems. This information is expected to be at the level of network travel 

times that could be used to support traveler information systems rather than at the more 

microscopic level of resolution that would be needed for traffic signal control systems. 

 The traffic state reconstruction approach developed by LaRA is based on discrete rather 

than continuous variables, focusing on the probability of a link being in each discrete 

state, using the Belief Propagation algorithm. 

 There has been limited input from the end users in France to guide determination of the 

application needs for the probe data, but most expected application sites have very 

limited existing infrastructure and data, so they could benefit from even minor 

improvements. 
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Appendix B: 

 

Minutes of First Probex Workshop  

Berkeley, January 11, 2012 

 

 

Steven Shladover represented PATH, and Fabien Moutarde represented Mines Paris Tech. 

 

For this workshop, the focus was on explaining our respective approaches to probe data 

sampling and the applications that we intend to support with our probe data.  We found a 

large contrast between our applications, which in turn led to substantially different technical 

approaches. 

 

The Mines Paris Tech work on probe data has been at a highly aggregate level, based on 

sampling from a limited market penetration on a road network for a medium-size city, to 

assess long-term trends in traffic conditions for providing general traveler information and 

off-line planning work.  They have been applying very sophisticated mathematic methods of 

“Belief Propagation”, particularly to deal with situations in which there is no detector data 

available, but only the limited samples of probe data. 

 

In contrast, the PATH probe work has been focused on the most demanding real-time arterial 

traffic signal control applications, where it is important to have low latency and high accuracy 

of probe vehicle data.  These have been studied in the context of relatively simple sampling 

strategies and somewhat more complicated strategies designed for a different purpose in the 

SAE J2735 standard. 

 

Considerable attention was devoted to the Aimsun simulation that PATH developed on the I-

80 corridor for testing variable speed limit and coordinated ramp metering strategies, which 

could potentially be useful for some of the work that Fabien Moutarde will be doing during 

his stay in Berkeley. 

 

The discussion advanced toward consideration of the areas of common interest, which 

appeared to include: 

 

- authoritative data sets to provide truth references for calibration or evaluation of probe data 

schemes 

- fusion of probe vehicle data with other data available from infrastructure-based detectors 

- use of traffic simulators as testbeds to evaluate probe approaches prior to field testing 

- developing efficient strategies for mining the raw probe data to extract useful information 

about traffic conditions 

- comparing technical strategies for protecting privacy of travelers, within local political 

constraints 

- predicting travel times by combining current probe data with historical data about network 

performance 

- identifying opportunities to work together on a larger project in the future, in which we 

could actually implement and test the effectiveness of probe strategies. 
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Appendix C: 

 

Minutes of Second Probex Workshop  

Berkeley, March 20, 2012 

 

 

Steven Shladover represented PATH, Fabien Moutarde represented Mines Paris Tech and 

they were joined by Aude Hofleitner, a French doctoral candidate studying under Prof. Alex 

Bayen in Berkeley. 

 

This meeting focused on traffic simulation tools that could be applied to evaluation of probe 

data collection, since this is a challenge both research teams face.  With the evolution of the 

French team’s interests from freeway toward arterial applications, the opportunities for use of 

the PATH simulation model of El Camino Real to support their work became more important.   

They would consider this VISSIM simulation as well as another simulation based on Dynus-T 

from the University of Arizona. 

 

The intended use of the El Camino simulation would be to repeat the simulation runs at a 

variety of different demand levels, to estimate the relationship between demand level and 

corridor travel times.  This would be the basis for calibrating the probe sampled estimates of 

traffic volume, which would be done for up to ten demand levels and ten turning ratios. 

 

There was also a connection between these simulation studies and the work that Fabien 

Moutarde has been doing with Alex Bayen for the Connected Corridors project during his 

stay in Berkeley, involving fusion of probe and detector data to estimate travel times and 

speeds.  This work is likely to continue even after Fabien returns to France. 

 

Aude Hofleitner has been working on arterial traffic time estimation, but has not been able to 

progress as far as she hoped based on use of the NGSIM Peachtree St. data set, which covers 

too short a time and too few vehicles to be useful.  She could potentially use the PATH 

simulation of El Camino to evaluate her estimates of travel times and the arterial fundamental 

diagram using probe sampling strategies. 

 

Other future opportunities were discussed, including association with a new center of 

excellence for smart mobility being created in the Paris region, part of a network of seven new 

national energy-related research centers being funded at a level of €54 million (about $72 

million).  In addition, Fabien will be visiting Berkeley in mid-October with a delegation of 

robotics students from Mines Paris Tech, providing a potential opportunity for further 

interactions (except that Steve Shladover will be overseas that week). 
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Appendix D: 
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